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Peer Review

**Problem:** Peer review / assessment takes too much time to administer manually, but applications like UCLA Calibrated Peer Review are too cumbersome.
Peer Review

**Solution:** PeerMark, integrated with Blackboard through TurnItIn offers a good compromise between features and ease of use.
Turnitin Assignments

- Historical Essay - Thesis and Bibliography
  Please consult the "Thesis Statement and Bibliography" PDF for your assignment.
  >> View

- Historical Essay - Thesis and Bibliography - PeerMark Assignment 1
  >> View

OK
update paper assignment

- general
  - assignment title: Historical Essay - Thesis and Bibliography
  - point value: 10

- dates
  - start date: 26-Apr-2011
  - at: 10:15
  - due date: 09-May-2011
  - at: 05:00
  - post date: 10-May-2011
  - at: 00:00

NOTE: In Blackboard, the post date relates to the availability of GradeMark papers only and has no bearing on when grades are posted to the Blackboard Gradebook.

more options

submit
update paper assignment

- general
  - assignment title
    - Historical Essay - Thesis and Bibliography
  - point value
    - 10

- dates
  - start date
    - 26-Apr-2011
  - due date
    - 09-May-2011
  - post date
    - 10-May-2011

NOTE: In Blackboard, the post date relates to the availability of GradeMark papers only and has no bearing on when grades are posted to the Blackboard Gradebook.

more options

submit

Base assessment
PeerMark assessment
Distribution settings

**PeerMark Settings**

**Distribution of Papers**
Select the number of papers each student will review. Learn more about how papers are distributed.

**Each student will review**
- Paper(s) automatically distributed by PeerMark: 3
- Paper(s) selected by the student: 0
- Require self-review: YES

Edit

4 total reviews

Show more distribution options

Save & Continue or Return to previous step
This thesis statement is DEBATABLE.
Scale, Non-debatable to Debatable

This thesis statement is NARROW and FOCUSED.
Scale, Too broad to Narrow and focused

Overall, from reading this thesis statement I believe that this essay will make an ARGUMENT that I can identify and understand.
Scale, No to Yes

Comments, advice, and recommendations regarding the THESIS STATEMENT.
Free Response, 3 minimum word answer

This student has listed what PRIMARY SOURCES he or she will use in the bibliography.
Scale, No to Yes

The bibliography contains NO MORE THAN ONE general work / textbook (e.g., A History of Greece or A Handbook on the Ancient World!).
Scale, No (<1 listed) to Yes (<=1 listed)

The bibliography contains AT LEAST TWO narrowly focused scholarly books / monographs (e.g., The Orientalizing Revolution or Ancient Spartan).
Scale, No (<2 listed) to Yes (>=2 listed)

The bibliography contains AT LEAST TWO journal articles.
Scale, No (<2 listed) to Yes (>=2 listed)

The bibliography contains AT LEAST ONE website and it is on the APPROVED list.
Scale, No (<1 not approved) to Yes (>1 & approved)

Comments, advice, and recommendations regarding the BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Free Response, 3 minimum word answer

Save to library
This thesis statement is DEBATABLE.

Scale, Non-debatable, Debatable

This thesis statement is NARROW and FOCUSED.

Scale, Too broad to Narrow and focused

Overall, from reading this thesis statement I believe that this essay will make an ARGUMENT that I can identify and understand.

Scale, No to Yes

Comments, advice, and recommendations regarding the THESIS STATEMENT.

Free Response, 3 minimum word answer

This student has listed what PRIMARY SOURCES he or she will use in the bibliography.

Scale, No to Yes

The bibliography contains NO MORE THAN ONE general work / textbook (e.g., /A History of Greece/ or /A Handbook on the Ancient World/). Scale, No (>1 listed) to Yes (=1 listed)

The bibliography contains AT LEAST TWO narrowly focused scholarly books / monographs (e.g., /The Orientalizing Revolution/ or /Ancient Sparta/). Scale, No (>1 listed) to Yes (>2 listed)

The bibliography contains AT LEAST TWO journal articles. Scale, No (>2 listed) to Yes (>2 listed)
Assessment as Learning
L&T Forum 2011, Semester 1